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2 Birmingham Law School

Welcome to 
Birmingham  
Law School
Law has been taught at the University of 
Birmingham since 1904. Based in one of the 
largest legal markets in the UK, which is home 
to the largest law society in England and Wales, 
the Law School hosts one of the UK’s oldest 
and largest student-run law societies,  
the Holdsworth Club, which celebrated its  
90th anniversary in 2018/19. Some of the 
leading lawyers in the common law world  
have acted as the Holdsworth President.
 
Being so well established, we have educated and 
continue to educate students from all around the 
world, for whom the cosmopolitan and global 
nature of Birmingham holds great appeal.  
Many of our students from home and abroad 
have gone on to become judges, QCs, and 
partners in some of the world’s largest law 
firms. Others have been highly successful in 
industry, commerce, government and the third 
sector, since it is generally agreed that law as  
a discipline equips graduates well for a large 
variety of careers.
 
Many of our graduates return to the Law  
School on a regular basis to assist our present 
generation of students by giving talks, acting  
as mentors or offering placements in their  
firms or chambers. This helps to ensure that 
our graduates leave us with the best possible 
graduate opportunities. Our Centre for 
Professional Legal Education and Research 
(find out more on page 11), provides students 
with regular access to work environments and 
allows them to develop the necessary skills  
to enhance their employability. For example  
we run 14 streams of clinical programmes  
in which students work with qualified lawyers  
on real cases. We embed skills training into  
our academic programmes. We have one  
of the most active mooting and debating 
programmes in the UK. 

In the LawWorks and Attorney General Student 
Pro Bono Awards in 2018, our Free Legal 
Advice Group (FLAG) won the prize for ‘Best 
contribution by a team of students’ and the 
Chair of the Pro Bono group won the prize  
for best individual contribution.
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At the heart of this are a strong faculty of 
academic lawyers who are leaders in their 
fields. As such they conduct cutting-edge 
research, which informs law reform and 
contributes to the policy-making process.  
At Birmingham, you’ll be taught by experts, 
often the authors of key legal texts. The latest 
Research Excellence Framework confirmed  
that 96% of our research is judged to be 
internationally recognised and we ensure that 
these colleagues teach at the heart of our 
undergraduate programmes. 
 
This brochure provides you with more 
information on the wide portfolio of courses  
we offer at Birmingham Law School, and I  
hope that you find it informative, interesting  
and that it inspires you to want to enrol in  
our vibrant, global community. I would love  
to welcome you here personally to join that 
community in the future.

Professor Lisa Webley,  
Head of Birmingham Law School
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Law LLB

At Birmingham, we provide you with a thorough 
grounding in the foundations of English law  
and you will study the core subjects required  
of every lawyer. Our LLB programme is 
designed to provide both academic excellence 
and vocational development; a balance that’s 
highly sought after by employers in both law 
and non-law sectors. 

You’ll study most of the core subjects in your  
first two years, alongside modules such as  

Legal Skills and Methods. In your final year,  
you will have a range of optional modules  
to choose from including the option to take  
a dissertation and you will study one 
compulsory module. 

Birmingham offers one of the widest ranges  
of module choice in the UK and this enables 
you to shape your degree towards your  
future goals.

Law provides the framework for modern society, impacting on  
all our lives. Studying for an LLB is an intellectually demanding 
and thought-provoking experience, which will help you to develop 
an enquiring and critical attitude to law, and to learn to think 
logically and communicate clearly. 

UCAS code: M100

www.birmingham.ac.uk/M100 

OPTIONAL MODULES
n Advanced EU Law 
n Advanced Law of Torts 
n Advocacy (Mooting) 
n Banking and Financial Services Law 
n Canadian Constitutional Law
n Commercial Law 
n Company Law
n Comparative Public Law 
n Counter-Terrorism Law
n Criminal Evidence 
n Criminology
n Dissertation on a Prescribed Legal Topic
n Employment Law in Practice 
n Environmental Law
n Gender and the Law 
n Global Legal Services

n Human Rights and Criminal Justice
n Intellectual Property Law 
n International Criminal Law 
n International Economic Law 
n International Human Rights Law
n Law of Adult Relationships (Family Law)
n Legal Issues in Health Care Law 
n Legal Systems of the World
n Political and Legal Theory I 
n Political and Legal Theory II
n Private International Law 
n Public International Law
n Real Estate 
n Tax Law
n The Law of Health and Safety at Work

‘I have thoroughly enjoyed 
learning and engaging 
with the Law School 
over the last two years. A 
particular highlight is that 
I got to work on my own 
real-life pro bono case as 
part of the extra-curricular 
activities provided 
through CEPLER.’

ABBIE, second-year LLB Law student

Year 1 
 

n Legal Skills and Methods
n Criminal Law
n Public Law
n Law of Contract
n Law Justice and Ethics
n Decolonising Legal Concepts

Year 2 n Law of Torts
n Land Law
n Legal Foundations of the European Union
n Legal Theory
n Legal Communication and Writing
n Legal Solutions 

Year 3 n Law of Trusts and Equity
n Five optional modules
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International Law  
and Globalisation LLB

International Law and Globalisation introduces 
you to the transnational context within which 
law operates. It provides an interdisciplinary 
understanding of the operation of law as  
well as the legal foundations and knowledge 
required for a qualifying law degree.

The programme goes beyond the traditional 
approach to LLB degrees, providing experience 
of the world’s major legal families. Students 
hoping for a career at the international, regional  
or transnational levels will find their opportunities 
significantly enriched by this programme.

In a globalised world, the study of national law is no longer  
the only, or indeed best, way to prepare for a legal career.  
Multi-national law firms operate across many jurisdictions  
with legal problems involving both regional and international 
treaties and laws, requiring practitioners to understand the 
complexities of the international legal system. 

Course code M240

www.birmingham.ac.uk/M240

Year 1 
 

n Legal Skills and Methods
n Criminal Law
n Public Law
n Law of Contract
n Foundations of International Law and Globalisation
n Global Law and Globalisation

Year 2 n Law of Torts
n Land Law
n Legal Foundations of the European Union
n Legal Solutions
n International Dispute Resolution
n Contemporary Issues in International Law and Globalisation

Year 3 n Law of Trusts and Equity
n Legal Systems of the World
n Private International Law
n Three optional modules

‘International Law and 
Globalisation has enhanced 
both my understanding 
and awareness of global 
issues. Who I was lectured 
by was really important to 
me; and due to the range 
of specialist lecturers, all 
with various backgrounds 
in topical and relevant 
areas, I have been inspired 
to pursue a career path 
I would not have initially 
thought possible.’

JADE, final-year LLB International  
Law and Globalisation student 

FOUNDATIONS OF 
INTERNATIONAL LAW  
AND GLOBALISATION

In Foundations of International Law and 
Globalisation you will be introduced to, 
and gain an understanding of, the key 
building blocks of the contemporary 
international legal order. You will 
learn about the nature and origins of 
international law, its subjects, sources 
and controversies. This understanding 
will be further developed via a series of 
case studies focusing on areas such as 
international refugee law, human rights 
law, and international economic law and 
the World Trade Organization.

FACT BOX
Over 200 students volunteered for  
our pro bono work last year. Find out  
more about our extracurricular legal 
activities on page 11.

FACT
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Law with Criminology 
LLB

The programme is taught collaboratively between 
Birmingham Law School and the School of Social 
Policy, drawing upon the significant expertise of 
academic staff in both Schools to offer a wide 
range of specialist modules in criminology. 
Criminology examines the nature and causes of 
crime at the individual and social levels. It also 
explores social responses to crime and criminality, 
exploring the factors that underscore processes 
of law making, law breaking, law enforcement, 
and their consequences. Criminology 
complements and contextualises legal study, 
and is an extremely useful addition to those 

looking to practise criminal law or work in the 
criminal justice system. 

The LLB Law with Criminology programme 
will help you to develop enhanced subject 
knowledge and understanding of criminal law 
and criminal justice processes including: 
analysis of the creation and application of  
legal rules; the impact of law on individuals, 
organisations and society; the theoretical 
underpinnings of the concept of law; and the 
moral and political values expressed in law 
and legal processes.

The LLB Law with Criminology programme is a qualifying 
law degree with a particular emphasis on the nature, extent, 
causes, and control of criminal behaviour in individuals 
and society, providing you with a rigorous and critical 
understanding of these issues. 

UCAS code: M2L6

www.birmingham.ac.uk/M2L6

Year 1 
 

n Legal Skills and Methods
n Criminal Law
n Public Law
n Law of Contract
n Criminological Theory 1
n Crime and Society

Year 2 n Law of Torts
n Land Law
n Legal Foundations of the European Union
n Legal Solutions
n Criminological Theory 2
n Contemporary Issues in Policing

Year 3 n Law of Trusts and Equity
n Harmful Societies: Crime, Social Harm and Social Justice
n One optional criminology module
n Three optional law modules

‘Studying Law with 
Criminology has allowed 
me to develop an extensive 
knowledge of the law by 
learning how to research 
and critically analyse its 
interactions with society.’ 

REBECCA, LLB Law with 
Criminology graduate 
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Law with Business Studies 
LLB

Lawyers acting for commercial clients can 
benefit from an understanding of organisations, 
their management and the way they structure 
their activities. People working in business 
can benefit from a sound knowledge of the 
law, particularly of those branches that affect 
industry and commerce. 

In each of the three years of the degree 
programme, you will study both law and 
business subjects. The proportion is 
approximately two-thirds law subjects  
to one-third business subjects.

The LLB Law with Business programme is offered in partnership 
with Birmingham Business School. The degree provides a 
thorough grounding in English law and the disciplines and 
constraints it imposes on business practice, opening up career 
opportunities across many diverse areas.

UCAS code: M1N1

www.birmingham.ac.uk/M1N1 

Year 1 
 

n Legal Skills and Methods
n Criminal Law
n Public Law
n Law of Contract
n Introduction to Economics and Finance 
n Introduction to Management and Marketing 

Year 2 n Law of Torts
n Land Law
n Legal Foundations of the European Union
n Legal Solutions
n International Economics and Financial Decision Making
n Human Resource Management OR Marketing and New Technology

Year 3 n Law of Trusts and Equity 
n Corporate Finance and Supply Management 
n Strategic and Innovation Management 
n Three optional modules

WHY STUDY THE LLB 
LAW WITH BUSINESS 
PROGRAMME?

Graduates of this degree who take up 
positions as lawyers in company (in house) 
legal departments will have an enhanced 
appreciation of their company’s overall 
operations and of the work done by their 
colleagues in other divisions. This will 
make for better communication and  
cooperation between departments within 
the same organisation. Graduates who join 
solicitors’ practices and deal with business 
clients will have an understanding of the 
commercial environment in which their 
clients operate and of the nature of  
their circumstances and difficulties. 
Nowadays the organisation and 
management problems involved in 
running large law practices are becoming 
increasingly apparent and occupy a 
considerable amount of practitioners’ time. 
Law with Business graduates going into 
private practice will be well equipped to 
deal with these problems. 

Those who choose to follow non-legal 
careers, whether in the private or in the 
public sector, where political pressures 
and tight budgetary control require a 
more cost-effective provision of services, 
and a more professional approach to 
management, will find this degree  
excellent preparation.

Dr Chen Zhu, Programme Director of 
the LLB Law with Business Studies

FACT BOX
95% of our Law graduates 
enter work or full-time study 
within six months of graduation  
(DLHE 2017).

FACT

‘Law with Business is 
a great combination 
because it allows me 
to gain strong legal 
foundations while 
achieving a better 
understanding of the 
current business world.’ 

KEVIN, first-year LLB Law with 
Business Studies student
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Law with French Law 
LLB

UCAS code: MR11

www.birmingham.ac.uk/MR11 

EXCHANGE 
UNIVERSITIES:
Bordeaux
Bordeaux is a city most famous for 
its wine and is also the capital of the 
Aquitaine region. Université Montesquieu 
Bordeaux IV is the successor to the 
former Law and Economics Faculty, 
whose origins date back to the  
15th century. If you study at Bordeaux 
you will be awarded a Certificat de Droit 
Français once you successfully complete 
your year there. www.u-bordeaux.fr

Paris
Université Paris II Panthéon-Assas is 
considered to be one of the top law 
schools in France and is located in the 
heart of Paris, in the Latin quarter. If you 
study at Paris II you will be awarded a 
Certificat Supérieur de Droit Français 
et Européen once you successfully 
complete your year there. 
www.u-paris2.fr

Québec
Québec is a beautiful city with an amazing 
heritage as one of the first settlements 
in North America. A year in Canada is a 
fascinating opportunity to experience life  
in an officially bilingual country and to see 
how two different legal systems interact.
www.ulaval.ca

Strasbourg
Strasbourg is the capital of Alsace and  
the home of the European Parliament, 
the Council of Europe and the European 
Court of Human Rights. Université de 
Strasbourg is a cosmopolitan institution 
with many international students; the 
perfect place to study if you have any 
interest in the law of the European Union. 
Upon successful completion of your year 
in Strasbourg, you will be awarded a 
Certificat d’Initiation au Système 
Juridique Français. www.unistra.fr

The first two and the last of the four years of 
study are spent in Birmingham and the third 
year in France or French-speaking Canada. 
When you have successfully completed the 
year abroad and the programme, you receive a 
Birmingham LLB (Law with French Law) degree.

The French legal system belongs to the 
continental European family of legal systems 
known as the civil law. The characteristic feature 
of civil law countries is the importance they attach 
to codified abstract rules. The civil law tradition 
has had a major influence on the design and 
development of the law of the European Union.  
 

By contrast, England is the home of one  
of the world’s other great legal families,  
that of the common law, a family which also 
embraces many nations outside Europe 
including the USA. The special characteristic  
of the common law is the importance it attaches 
to decisions of the courts. On the LLB Law  
with French Law programme you will familiarise 
yourself with both legal systems, thereby gaining 
comparative experience of two of the world’s 
major legal families. Students hoping for a 
career in international law, commerce or 
business will find their opportunities  
significantly enriched by this programme.

The LLB Law with French Law is a four-year programme 
designed to train a generation of lawyers equipped both legally 
and linguistically to cooperate and negotiate with European 
partners within a European changing context.

Year 1 
 

n Legal Skills and Methods
n Criminal Law
n Public Law
n Law of Contract
n Introduction to French Law (this module is taught in French)
n French language module 

Year 2 n Law of Torts
n Land Law
n Legal Foundations of the European Union
n Legal Solutions
n Introduction to French Property Law (this module is taught in French)
n French language module

Year 3 In your third year you follow an approved course of study at a French or French-
Canadian university. You will acquire a thorough grounding in the law of France  
or Québec and broaden your education by comparing the English legal system  
with that of your host country as well as by studying alongside ‘home’ students.

Year 4 n Law of Trusts and Equity 
n French language module
n Four optional modules (to include one module from the Department of Modern 

Languages or the French Legal Dissertation)

‘By studying Law with French Law, I have 
seen how two legal systems treat the same 
problem in different ways. The ability to make 
comparisons between English and French 
law has been a fascinating part of my degree.’ 

LAWRENCE, final-year LLB Law with French Law student
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Law with German Law 
LLB

UCAS code: MR12

www.birmingham.ac.uk/MR12 

EXCHANGE UNIVERSITIES:

Bayreuth
Bayreuth lies in the heart of Germany, 
just a few hours from Berlin, Munich and 
Frankfurt. It also boasts many beautiful 
buildings, including the baroque opera 
house. Universität Bayreuth has an 
outstanding reputation in Germany, 
especially its Faculty of Law and Economics. 
It is a popular student town with low living 
costs and the campus is close to the 
city centre and offers excellent student 
accommodation. www.uni-bayreuth.de 
 
Berlin
Berlin is world famous for its vibrant 
cultural life: there are three opera houses, 
many theatres, museums and galleries. 
Three universities provide the city with 
an intellectual ‘buzz’ making it the perfect 
environment for your studies. The Freie 
Universität is situated in western Berlin. 
Founded in 1948 it has approximately 
43,000 students and is one of the 
largest universities in Germany. The Law 
department offers a wide range of different 
courses on classical and modern  
legal subjects. www.fu-berlin.de 

The programme is designed to meet the need 
for a generation of lawyers equipped both legally 
and linguistically to cooperate and negotiate 
with European partners within a European 
changing context. Unlike courses at some 
universities, it teaches both German language 
and German law alongside English law. 

The German legal system belongs to the 
continental European family of legal systems 
known as the civil law. The characteristic feature 
of civil law countries is the importance they attach 
to codified abstract rules. The civil law tradition 
has had a major influence on the design and 
development of the law of the European Union. 

The LLB Law with German Law is a four-year programme 
involving a year abroad at a German university in either 
Berlin or Bayreuth.

By contrast, England is the home of one of the 
world’s other great legal families, that of the 
common law, a family which also embraces  
many nations outside Europe including the USA. 
The special characteristic of the common  
law is the importance it attaches to decisions  
of the courts.

On the LLB Law with German Law programme 
you will familiarise yourself with both legal 
systems, thereby gaining comparative experience 
of two of the world’s major legal families. 
Students hoping for a career in international law, 
commerce or business will find their opportunities 
significantly enriched by this programme. 

Year 3 In your third year you follow an approved course of study at  
a German university. You will acquire a thorough grounding in 
the law of Germany and broaden your education by comparing 
the English legal system with that of your host country.

Year 4 n Law of Trusts and Equity 
n German language module
n Four optional modules (to include one module from  

the Department of Modern Languages or the German  
Legal Dissertation)

Year 1 
 

n Legal Skills and Methods
n Criminal Law
n Public Law
n Law of Contract
n Introduction to German Law and German Legal System
n German language module

The Introduction to German Law and German Legal System 
module is taught in German.

Year 2 n Law of Torts
n Land Law
n Legal Foundations of the European Union
n Legal Solutions
n German Law
n German language module

The German Law module is taught in German.

‘Combining my legal studies 
with a language has opened so 
many doors: mooting in Vienna 
to name just one! If I had to 
do it all over again, I’d choose 
Birmingham every time.’

POPPY, final-year LLB Law with German 
Law student
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LLB for Graduates

Students on this programme come from all  
over the world, including Nigeria, Canada,  
Hong Kong, the USA and many other countries.  
The LLB for Graduates covers the same 
foundation subjects as a standard three-year 
LLB programme and includes the chance to 
study four optional specialist modules.

With your graduate-level skills, we expect you  
to be able to work to similar levels as third-year 
undergraduate students by the time you reach  
the second year of the programme. You will  
have lectures alongside undergraduates on  
the three-year LLB degree, but your seminars  

will only be with other students on the LLB  
for Graduates programme.

All modules count towards the overall 
classification of this Honours level degree,  
with a weighting of 25% and 75% for the  
first and second years respectively. 

How to apply 
We welcome informal inquiries, but all formal 
applications must be made via UCAS (the 
Universities and Colleges Admissions Service 
www.ucas.com).

The LLB for Graduates programme is designed for students 
with an undergraduate degree in a non-law subject who 
are looking to pursue a future legal career as it provides an 
opportunity to gain a qualifying law degree in two years rather 
than the normal three. 

UCAS code: M990

www.birmingham.ac.uk/M990 

Year 1 
 

n Legal Skills and Methods for Graduates
n Criminal Law for Graduates
n Public Law for Graduates
n Law of Contract for Graduates
n Law of Torts for Graduates
n Decolonising Legal Concepts

Year 2 n Land Law for Graduates
n Law of Trusts and Equity for Graduates
n Four optional modules (must include Legal Foundations of the European  

Union to be a Qualifying Law Degree)

For entry onto the programme, students should 
have a 2:1 UK degree or equivalent. We often 
accept late applications so please feel free to 
contact us even after the first UCAS deadline  
of January 15. 

International students
If you are intending to qualify as a lawyer in 
your home country, you will need to check with 
your bar council, law society or equivalent, 
whether modules taken as part of the LLB for 
Graduates will be recognised as counting 
towards credit for the academic stage of 
professional qualifications.

‘Studying law at the University 
of Birmingham has significantly 
helped me to develop the 
skills that I know I will need 
in the legal profession. The 
opportunities available to me 
here have made sure that I feel 
well-prepared to tackle any 
upcoming challenges I may 
face in my career.’ 

JUSTINE, final-year LLB for  
Graduates student 

FACT BOX

There are over 30 optional modules 
available to choose from each year.

FACT
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Studying Law  
at Birmingham

LLB ENTRANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

n  Three A levels at grades AAA 
or equivalent

n  32 points in the IB, with 666 at  
Higher Level

n  BTEC qualifications in Business  
and Law will be considered

n  We will consider re-sit applicants  
on a case by case basis

n  We accept most A levels provided  
they have 70% academic content,  
apart from General Studies and  
Critical Thinking

n We prefer applicants offering at least   
 two A levels from our preferred list  
 of subjects (please see our website  
 for full list)
n  If you wish to study for our Law with 

French Law or Law with German Law 
programmes, then you will need a 
grade A in your chosen language

n  Law with Business applicants must 
have GCSE in Mathematics at grade  
B or above

n  No prior academic knowledge of law  
is required

n  We do not require completion of  
the LNAT

To apply for any of our LLB programmes,  
you must apply through the Universities and 
Colleges Admissions Service (UCAS). 
Applications are submitted online through 
www.ucas.com. All UK/EU applicants must 
submit a UCAS application by 15 January 
2020. Any applications received after this  
date are classed as late, and we are under  
no obligation to consider your application. 
Overseas applicants must submit their 
application by 30 June 2020. If you are 
unsure how your qualifications equate to 
A levels, please contact us to confirm. 

English language requirement
If your first language is not English you must 
provide an English language qualification. 
Recognised qualifications are:
n  IELTS: 7.0 with no less than 6.5  

in any band
n  TOEFL IBT: 95 with no less than 22  

in each band 
n  PTE: 67 in all four skills

INTERNATIONAL 
SCHOLARSHIPS

Scholarships are available for £3,000 
per year for international students across 
all programmes. For the most recent 
information about how to apply for  
these please visit the Birmingham  
Law School website.

YEAR ABROAD

A year abroad option is available on all 
of our three-year programmes. Students 
who take up this option will spend one 
year studying at a partner university. 
Participation is dependent on satisfactory 
performance in the first and second years 
of the degree. The year abroad takes 
place in the third year of study, and it will 
contribute to a student’s overall degree 
classification. In 2019, law students 
undertook their year abroad at partner 
institutions in countries including Australia, 
Canada, Jamaica, Japan, Netherlands, 
China and Switzerland. A full list of the 
University’s exchange partners can be 
found on our study abroad website:  
www.birmingham.ac.uk/studyabroad 

‘Studying at Birmingham 
Law School has given me 
so many great opportunities, 
including my year abroad 
in Canada. This allowed 
me to experience a whole 
other jurisdiction and 
develop both personally 
and professionally. I have 
found all the lecturers at 
Birmingham to be very 
passionate about their 
subjects and they are always 
happy to offer support.’

CHLOE, third-year LLB Law student
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LAW CAREERS

Each year the School offers events 
and initiatives designed to prepare 
students for their potential future career. 
Examples include:

Careers, Skills, and Law in Practice 
Lectures – CEPLER Careers offers 
a wide range of lectures and skills 
workshops. The workshops help students 
to develop essential workplace skills such 
as negotiation, interview and assessment 
skills and presentation; whilst lectures 
allow students to hear from experts in a 
variety of legal practice fields.

Birmingham Law in the City – CEPLER, 
in partnership with several national law 
firms, offers this one-day event, hosted by 
firms in the city centre, for around 40 of 
our highest achieving students. It provides 
an opportunity to enhance participants’ 
commercial awareness, and network with 
lawyers and recruiters.

Insight Days – CEPLER works with 
external organisations to provide groups 
of students with experience of an average 
day in those environments. These have 
included court visits and city law firms.

Law Fair – welcoming over 50 law 
firms to the University’s Great Hall, 
this event gives students the opportunity 
to talk to firms across a range of sizes 
and specialisms. 

International Law Week – CEPLER 
arranges a week of Skype and visitor talks 
focusing on legal practice and careers 
in other jurisdictions. Last year’s event 
featured talks on law in Canada, Africa, 
and Singapore.

Work Experience Placements – 
CEPLER works with host organisations 
inside and outside the legal profession to 
provide crucial experience of a variety of 
workplace environments. Students can 
apply for placements ranging from a few 
days to up to four weeks and our Bursary 
Fund provides support with travel and 
accommodation expenses.

PRO BONO ACTIVITY

Students can apply to join the Birmingham 
Law School Pro Bono Group, which 
provides free legal services and education 
to the local community and gives student 
volunteers the opportunity to put the law  
into practice whilst helping those who 
cannot afford to pay for legal advice. 

Our principal project is the Birmingham Free 
Legal Advice Group (FLAG), an appointment-
based service, run in collaboration with Mills  
& Reeve LLP, Shakespeare Martineau and 
No5 Chambers. Students advise real clients 
on a wide range of legal issues.

Other projects include:
n The Environmental Law Matters (ELM) 

clinic, offering specialist advice in areas  
of planning and environmental law

n The Personal Support Unit, which gives 
 essential support to litigants in person

n The Freedom Clinic, in which students 
work alongside a specialist criminal lawyer 
on real cases involving allegations of 
miscarriages of justice

n Birmingham Community Law Centre, 
where students work in the BCLC offices 
advising clients on immigration matters

n Employment Tribunal Litigants in Person 
Scheme, in which students assist solicitors 
and barristers in the provision of advice 
to individuals representing themselves in 
Employment Tribunal proceedings

n Street Law presenting to schools,  
public and third sector organisations  
and community groups on a range  
of legal topics

ADVOCACY

CEPLER organises a range of 
extracurricular mooting, debating and 
negotiation opportunities each year, which 
are open to all students. Mooting will offer 
you the opportunity to argue a fictional 
case in simulated court proceedings as 
if representing a client. Our three internal 
mooting competitions are judged by 
solicitors and barristers from local firms and 
chambers. Also, during the academic year, 
student teams represent the Law School 
in external national mooting, negotiation 
and client interview competitions and this 
attendance is funded by CEPLER. 

Employability

Birmingham Law School is the most established law school in 
one of the largest legal communities in the country. We maintain 
strong links with the profession through our network of alumni 
and contacts in the barristers’ and solicitors’ professions.

The Centre for Professional Legal Education  
and Research (CEPLER) has dedicated  
staff, resources and opportunities available  
to Birmingham students. CEPLER will enable 
you, through a diverse range of unique activities 
and events, to connect with the legal profession, 
enhance your experience of law in the real world, 
and develop your skills, confidence and 
employability. CEPLER is also developing our 
curriculum in new and innovative ways through 
practice-based learning.
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Edgbaston, Birmingham, 
B15 2TT, United Kingdom

www.birmingham.ac.uk

This leaflet was written several months in advance of the start of the 
academic year. It is intended to provide prospective students with a general 
picture of the programmes and courses offered by the School. Please note 
that not all programmes or all courses are offered every year. Also, because 
our research is constantly exploring new areas and directions of study some 
courses may be discontinued and new ones offered in their place. 

Please note the information in this brochure is correct at time of publication 
but may be subject to change (June 2019).
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By studying here, you will be emulating some  
of the most prominent thinkers this country has 
produced. Birmingham offers the best of both 
worlds, a stunning green campus just a few 
minutes from the exciting, vibrant city centre. 
When you choose Birmingham, you will benefit 
from high-quality teaching in a world-class 
research institution that nurtures talent and will 
support you throughout your life and career.

Studying at the University of Birmingham means 
that you benefit from both an exciting and busy 
city and a beautiful historic campus.  

BIRMINGHAM…
n The city offers a diverse (and 

delicious) culinary scene from a 
variety of cultures, from street food 
to nationally renowned Indian cuisine 
and Michelin-starred restaurants

n  Our Edgbaston campus is regularly 
considered as one of the top ten most 
beautiful campuses in Britain 
(the Telegraph)

n  Rich in heritage and culture, the 
University was established in 1900 

n  There is a real mix of beautiful old 
architecture and fascinating modern 
buildings in our city centre

n  Birmingham will host the 2022 
Commonwealth Games with 
70 nations competing in 18 
different sports

n  Many local festivals are hosted in 
the city every year including jazz 
and folk music, art, science 
and food festivals

n  Birmingham is one of the largest 
legal markets in the UK

 BIRMINGHAM IS THE  
YOUNGEST CITY IN EUROPE, 
WITH UNDER 25s  
ACCOUNTING FOR NEARLY  
40% OF ITS POPULATION 

 BIRMINGHAM 
IS ONE OF THE GREENEST 

CITIES IN EUROPE  
WITH TREES, PLENTY OF PARKS 
AND A NETWORK OF CANALS

48% OF BIRMINGHAM'S  
STUDENTS CHOOSE 
TO STAY TO WORK 
IN THE REGION AFTER GRADUATING


